Tandem bike design for apartment residents as an idea to reduce air pollution
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Abstract. Vertical housing is recently popular in urban areas since the availability of land is very limited. A strong preference for living in the city is mainly due to the home to work travel that is relatively close for those who work in the city. While residing in the vertical housing (i.e. apartment) can be an advantage, several accommodation facilities are often provided at their minimum standards. As such, a special design of bicycle for apartment residents may an effective solution. Multi-function bike, ridden either by one or two riders and its aesthetic part of interior element can be an attractive offer. Identification of marketing objectives and observation of comparable products were a crucial step in the initial process of tandem bike design. The use of bicycle in urban areas can overcome a number of motorized vehicles operating wherever the using of them may create issues such as traffic jam and air pollution. This study aims to adjust the tandem bike which can be produced commercially for the apartment residents. Stated in the research problems, the design process was successfully fulfilled. Fabrication and product testing were positively completed. A concise and comfortable bike to carry from the lobby to the apartment unit, or vice versa, was successfully created.

1 Introduction

In 2012, around 134 million of new middle class society grew in Indonesia, five times larger than Malaysian population and twenty five times larger than Singaporean citizens [1]. More than 50 % of this number lives in urban areas. This factor causes a very high population density in the city and makes the house prices more expensive. Vertical housing (i.e. apartment) offers an affordable accommodation for those working in urban areas. Several years ago, living in an apartment was viewed as an elegant lifestyle. Nowadays, however residing in an apartment is a common lifestyle for any class of society.

As the size of an apartment unit is normally undersized (Figure 1), household furnishings and electronic equipment have to be smallest dimension as well. The selection of air conditioning type for apartment model, for example, has to fulfill the criteria of the most cost-effective type [2]. It could be concluded, which one the variant of furniture arrangement along with the best working based on the value of Cooling Coefficient of Performance (COP) [3]. In addition, the use of bicycle around the city is becoming more popular since the government allows cyclists to ride in the main streets on car-free days. This trend encourages apartment residents to use bike. Unfortunately, the design of the bike is often problematic in such a vertical housing. Thus, a special design of the bike is required to be able to adapt to the characteristics of apartment units. The bike features needed include its function, used both as a tandem bike and as a single bike; its efficiency, a bike use depends on rider’s needs; and its dimension, consuming less space in a room when not used. Such considerations are beneficial for apartment residents [4] (Figure 2).

Careful attention to notable ideas in the phases of design process results in a successful design [5]. Correlation amongst bicycle design, material, and art was investigated comprehensively by Ashby [6]. An updated analysis of bike based on either functions or conceptions is discussed comprehensively in the literature [7 and 8]. Bike design must fulfill the ergonomic rules [9, 10 and 11] directly from working trials to the finished products. The correlation amongst seat-tube angle, pedalling efficiency, and the main function of bike is crucial [12]. Construction efficacy aspect is considered to be significant aspect on designing a bike [13].

The principal question of this research is how to create tandem bike design especially for the apartment residents in flexible and efficient concepts, as well as safe and appealing to urban society. The increasing use of tandem bike is able to reduce the number of vehicles used by apartment occupants expectantly; therefore the amount of air pollution in the apartment area can also be minimized.
2 Method

The prototype development of multi-function tandem bicycle for apartment residents is well-programmed. Its development in this study is explained in the flow chart below (Figure 3.)

It is very often that problem/sub-problems/sub-solutions/solution has symmetrical relationships [4]. If there is a possibility, the result of the development process will give feedback to the prior development process.

3 Results and discussion

In this study, the researchers who engaged in interior design disciplines focused more on designing and exploring the uniqueness of the apartment, while other researchers who majored in product design discipline conducted the tandem bike design. The results of analysis in this development process are compiled and discussed concurrently in the following part of this paper.

Identification of the marketing objectives

The identification of product users including the product environment where this product will be used should be clearly identified (Figure 4). The planning situation where the product will be stored can be seen in Figure 1. To be in line with the title of this study, the marketing objectives of the product users are the apartment residents, mainly the single and young couple.
Observation of the product settings
Commonly, there are 2 (two) kinds of bicycle parking area in the apartment (i.e. in Figure 5); outdoor area and (semi) indoor area. Both kinds of parking area have several advantages and disadvantages. Below is the illustration of the kinds of the parking areas.

Itinerary of tandem bike from parking area to the apartment unit
The route of tandem bike starting from parking area to its placement inside the apartment unit can be seen in Figure 6 (illustration 1 to 6). For each location, it needs several instructions concerning the unique condition of all areas mentioned.

Product storage techniques in an apartment unit
Alternative positions of tandem bicycle placement for storage techniques can be seen in Figure 7. Based on the result of apartment location analysis, as well as the problem statements, the idea schemes can be developed as can be seen in Table 1.

Designing process
Designing process phase of tandem bike for apartment residents produced several sketch ideas, including the 3D technical drawing as can be seen in Figures 8 to Figure 12.

It is crucial to create initial idea by producing several sketches of bike. Through brainstorming amongst the team members, bicycle designs were selected from the most excellent sketches related to both single and tandem bike model for apartment residents. The main ideas of selection process were whether the design could work comfortably and whether there is a possibility to develop other bicycle frame designs for future studies.

Fabrication process and components assembly
Fabrication and assembly process phase (Figure 13) constitute to complicated process and as a matter of fact, the choice of the process is decided by employing trial and error approach. In the sketch process, technical or operational drawing can be imagined, yet in the process of execution, some difficulties can be found during fabrication.

One of the significant findings in this study is the tandem bike can be transformed into trolley. By transforming into trolley, the bike could be carried from the lobby to apartment unit or vice versa uncomplicatedly. Figure 14 shows the model of it. The bike is possible changed to another function such as a table when it is not to be used as the bike (Figure 15).
From parking area to the lobby

From parking area to the apartment building, the bike can be ridden.

At the front of the lobby, the bike must be folded and then put in the bag entirely or some parts with the remains are carried.

To keep the lobby clean, the bike has to be packaged in the bag, then pulled like a trolley, or brought like a backpack, when the biker is ready to enter the elevator in the lobby.

From the lobby to the apartment unit

At the front of the elevator, the techniques in carrying the bike should be considered to avoid banging people when they enter or leave the elevator.

Inside the passenger elevator (1.5m x 1.5m), the safe packaging and carrying techniques can prevent hitting other passengers. Since the bike needs proper space, the bike orientation should be vertical.

Since the corridor of the apartment must be clean from any object, the bike must be stored or parked inside the apartment unit.

Fig. 6. Tandem bike carrying scenarios in the apartment (1<sup>st</sup> to 6<sup>th</sup> steps).

Behind the main door. It is vertically stored above the shoes rack.

On the kitchen set or under the additional fence. It is possible to place the bike in a special storage.

Beside the refrigerator. The gap between the wall and the refrigerator can serve as the bike protector.

Wall mounted. The bike attached to the wall space in the living room possibly becomes an interior decoration.

Suspended at the ceiling. The opening space between the walls which are equipped with a hoist is potential to function as a garage.

Fig. 7. The possible storage techniques for tandem bike in an apartment unit (1 to 5).
Table 1 Ideas scheme (concept)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parking method</th>
<th>Additional frame function</th>
<th>Carrying method</th>
<th>Storage method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All bike parts parked at the basement</td>
<td>They are only as the component (part)</td>
<td>Back-pack</td>
<td>Behind the main door of an apartment unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All bike parts are carried and stored in an apartment unit</td>
<td>They are functioned as the support for the bike (part)</td>
<td>Carried</td>
<td>On the kitchen set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some bike parts parked at the basement and the remains stored in the apartment unit</td>
<td>They are functioned as a tool which is useful for user activities, i.e. table, partition, container, and hanger.</td>
<td>By pushing or pulling (as a trolley)</td>
<td>Wall mounted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8. Tandem bicycle sketches for the apartment residents as a tandem (a) and as a single bike (b).

Fig. 9. Tandem bike sketches for apartment residents, made to optimize and simplify the operation and to accomplish the design purpose.

Fig. 10. Tandem bike component sketches for apartment residents, made to obtain simple operation and fabrication.
Fig. 11. Tandem bike technical drawing results for apartment residents: as a single bike (a) and as tandem bike (b).

Fig. 12. Placement alternatives results of tandem bike in a single bike form as the book shelf in apartment unit (a), and the bike form which is ready to be used as a tandem bike (b).

Fig. 13. Fabrication and components assembly process results of tandem bike for the apartment residents.
4 Conclusions

Currently, there is a possibility to construct tandem bike prototype for apartment residents. Although the present research has produced some findings, there are some other related areas that need to be investigated to improve both the design and the function of tandem bike in the future research.

The purpose of this research is to enrich the design process theory in which it is viewed as specific tools that are likely to be used by designers. However, those specific tools can be altered on the users’ purpose.

Since the fabrication process of tandem bike was created manually, the bike dimension was not perfectly shaped. The main frame, for instance, was dissimilar. In the future manufacturing process, however, it can be improved.

Concerning the test results, the tandem bike was strong enough to support two adult people at the time it was used. This try-out was also conducted on the bumpy road to examine the strength of the fork and the main frame.

By using tandem bike, the quality of social life around the apartment can be increased. Unlike the car users, the bike users are most likely to be able to interact with others comfortably. Furthermore, the escalating number of cyclists possibly reduces the number of vehicle driven by apartment occupants. More importantly, pollution around the apartment can be lessened.

The researchers are aware that the present study has some limitations. Therefore, further research on more innovative and precise tandem bike for apartment residents is required.
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